Abstract. Aviation manufacture cell scheduling is generally multi-constraint and multi-objective flexible job-shop scheduling, and is more complicated than classical job-shop because of flexible processing route, multi-restriction, multi-objective, dynamic disturb and complex model. The model of aviation manufacture cell scheduling is set up, and accordingly adaptive ant colony algorithm is brought forward. The adaptive mechanism and the genetic principle are introduced into the algorithm to accelerate convergence and avoid stagnation. Finally, the aviation manufacture cell scheduling of Xi'an Aero-Engine (Group) Ltd. is well solved by the proposed methods.
Introduction
Aviation manufacture cell scheduling is provided with the flexible process route because of the parallel machines and the multifunctional machines. The constraints for the optimization are very complicated. In additional, several contradictive objectives, such as time and cost, must be synthetically optimized. Consequently the exact model imminently needs to be set up and the new effectual scheduling algorithm needs to be put forward.The metaphor of ants behavior characteristic provides new idea for scheduling problem and enlightens scholars to put forward the ant colony algorithm (ACA) for the engineering application [1] . However, ACA easily plunges into the prematurity. Accordingly adaptive ant colony algorithm (AACA) is put forward.
The Model of the Aviation Manufacture Cell Scheduling
The objective functions:
① minimize the make span of all work pieces
② minimize the flow time
③ minimize the punishment owing to the delay
④ minimize the punishment owing to ahead of schedule
⑥ minimize the punishment owing to the machine over loading
The coefficient w 1 and w 2 are introduced and finally the chief objective function is as follows:
The constraints for the optimization:
①Technology constraints: The operation starts only if the anterior operation has finished , , 1 , ,
② Resource constraints: Only if one operation has finished, another can start on the same machine , , ,
③ Task constraints: All work pieces need be dispatched to certain machine to be processed 
N is the work pieces amount. H is the machines amount. k ij P is probability by which ant k transfers to node i from j
where, ( ) ( ) ( )
a t is the possible nodes set, ( ) k t t is the nodes set ant k has passed through.
If the pheromone intensity on all routes is almost same, the algorithm uses the certain selection strategy to select the best route, or else the stagnation phenomenon will appear, so the algorithm need increase the capacity for random search to weaken the positive feedback effect. The ant in node i selects next node j according to Eq.16. It connotes the certain selection and the probability selection.
After a circuit, the algorithm needs to update the pheromone intensity according to the Eq.18. Table 3 The parameters about the algorithm
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Summary
The model of the aviation manufacture cell scheduling is set up and AACA is put forward for it. AACA utilizes the hybrid method of the certainty and the probability to choose next node, and updates the pheromone by the volatilization and the rewards and punishment mechanism, and adjusts the pheromone volatilization coefficient according to the constringency speed. In addition, genetic operators suiting ant colony algorithm are introduced to accelerate constringency speed and avoid local constringency. Finally, the aviation manufacture cell scheduling experimentation of Xi'an Aero-Engine (Group) Ltd. validates the validity of the model and the algorithm.
